Customer Case Study: Automotive

Facts
Challenge
Build a high-performance cooling unit for a Formula Electric
car that is integrated in the
battery container of the vehicle.
Solution
Additive Manufacturing of a
component to dissipate cooling
air using the EOS P 396.
Results
•	Lightweight: reduction of
component weight by 80% to
just 77 g
•	Functional: design allows
for fast servicing of safetyrelevant parts
•	High performance: well over

The complex and lightweight component for dissipating heat reduced the top temperature
within the container from 80 °C to just 50 °C. This translated to an increase in cooling performance of over 100 %
(courtesy of DHBW Engineering Stuttgart).

twice the cooling performance
compared to the previous
year‘s car

Serious Power: Cooling System for Formula Student
Race Car Produced with Additive Manufacturing

Student Racing Series Impresses with Electric Motor Innovation

Enzo Ferrari, Ferry Porsche, Ferruccio Lamborghini – all of them built sports cars themselves because
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the air cooling system was supported by EOS in its role as Additive Manufacturing expert.
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The Solution
Construction of the entire battery
system was carried out in a way
that ensured both mechanical
Fast and reliable: The race car with additively manufactured airflow in the
battery housing achieved top rankings in the Formula Student events in Germany
and Spain (courtesy of Formula Student Germany).
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